The Honorable Brenda Mallory  
Chair, Council on Environmental Quality  
730 Jackson Place, N.W.  
Washington, D.C. 20503

Via regulations.gov

RE: National Environmental Policy Act Implementing Regulations Revisions Phase 2, 88 FR 49924 (Docket ID No. CEQ--2023--0003)

Dear Chair Mallory:

The Center for Biological Diversity (the Center), through the undersigned, submits these comments in response to the Council on Environmental Quality’s (CEQ’s) proposed Phase 2 Revision to the National Environmental Policy Act’s (NEPA’s) Implementing Regulations. The Center’s mission is to secure a future for all species, especially those hovering on the brink of extinction, and to preserve the invaluable diversity of nature by focusing on the land, water, and climate all creatures need to survive. The significance of NEPA and its approach to safeguarding informed agency decisionmaking and public engagement cannot be overstated. We write today to underline the importance of promulgating effective regulations for categorical exclusions (CEs) that will guarantee that all actions with significant effects on the environment will not be able to sidestep NEPA’s mandates.

NEPA is the country’s bedrock law concerning the environment. It exists to “promote efforts which will prevent or eliminate damage to the environment.” 42 U.S.C. § 4321. NEPA does not mandate outcomes, but rather a way of thinking through important decisions before making them and notifying the public of the potential environmental impacts of such decisions. It is, as this administration has reaffirmed, an opportunity to “look before you leap.”1

CEs exist to acknowledge the reality that not all government decisions risk significant impact of the environment. Some government activities are merely ministerial, and properly crafted and applied CEs can help ensure that time and resources are used effectively. But by their nature, they risk abuse, and without meaningful guardrails, CEs can easily become overbroad or outdated. This matters because, while use of CEs is not comprehensively tracked, estimates suggest that 95% of all NEPA analyses
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are CEs.\textsuperscript{2} As a function of simple numbers, the business of CEs \textit{i.e.} the business of NEPA. As such, CEQ’s role in this rulemaking as it relates to CEs and conformance with the goals of NEPA is critical.

We urge CEQ to guard against the risks presented by overbroad or outdated CEs. In this comment, we will briefly address the history, traditional categories of action, and expansion of CEs. We will then offer examples highlighting the risks CEs can present when they are overbroad or outdated. Finally, we will close with a series of recommendations.

We respectfully recommend that:

(1) CEQ should centrally collect data about agency use of CEs and make that data publicly available;
(2) CEQ should prohibit agencies to categorically exclude entire subagencies;
(3) CEQ should require agencies to adopt a transparent process for regularly reviewing CEs every ten years from the issuance of the CE. To clarify CEQ’s proposed review period of every ten years, CEQ should direct agencies to timely review their existing CEs; and,
(4) CEQ should require that agency reviews of their CEs be subject to notice and public comment.

I. CEs have grown in scope over time and are now overwhelmingly the most common NEPA analysis. Despite their omnipresence and importance, their use is not tracked and poorly understood.

NEPA was signed into law on January 1, 1970, following several major environmental disasters, including a 250-million-gallon oil spill in Santa Barbara, California, the near-extinction of bald eagles due to pesticide use, and multiple incidents of Ohio’s Cuyahoga River catching fire.\textsuperscript{3} Consequently, it includes a sweeping instruction that every “recommendation or report on proposals for legislation and other major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment” include a “detailed statement” addressing environmental impacts, alternatives, the value of short-term versus long-term use of the environment, and any irreversible commitments of resources.\textsuperscript{4} NEPA applies to all federal agencies and their subagencies.\textsuperscript{5} Congress took its duty to safeguard the human environment in such high regard, that it enshrined NEPA’s obligations for agency compliance. In the 53 years since NEPA was signed into law, Congress has not changed NEPA’s requirement that major federal actions must have an environmental impact statement, if those actions will have a significant effect in the environment.

As CEQ has explained, “NEPA recognizes that many Federal actions do not normally have significant effects on the environment. When agencies identify categories of activities that do not normally have


\textsuperscript{4} 42 U.S.C. § 4332(C).

the potential for individually or cumulatively significant impacts, they may establish a categorical exclusion for those activities. CEs are thus only appropriate for:

a category of actions which do not individually or cumulatively have a significant effect on the human environment and which have been found to have no such effect in procedures adopted by a Federal agency in implementation of these regulations and for which, therefore, neither an environmental assessment nor an environmental impact statement is required.

CEs were created to “reduce paperwork and delay, so that more resources are available to assess proposed actions that are likely to have the potential to cause significant environmental effects in an Environmental Assessment or Environmental Impact Statement.” CEs are not “exemptions or waivers of NEPA review” but rather another type of NEPA review alongside Environmental Assessments and Environmental Impact Statements.

In the early years following their adoption, agencies complied with the CE allowances by specifying a “list of actions” that were categorically excluded. CEs were understood to be appropriate for a subset of projects and tended to be highly specific. CEs were limited to “site-specific actions,” and the actions to be excluded were “explicitly identified in the initial rule promulgation.”

However, the scope of CEs has expanded significantly since then. In 1983, concerned about “the use of detailed lists of specific activities for categorical exclusions,” CEQ encouraged other agencies to consider more “broadly defined criteria.” Instead of lists of actions, agencies were to identify “types of actions” that, “based on the agency’s experience,” did not cause significant environmental effects. In 2003, CEQ again recommended that agencies further develop CEs “based on broadly defined criteria that will provide the agency with sufficient flexibility.” Over time, this had the problematic
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effect of seemingly turning what was once considered an “exceptional situation” into “simply one of three possible avenues for assessing the environmental impact of agency actions.”

In the present era, the overwhelming majority of NEPA reviews are CEs. In 2014, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) estimated that CEs represented 95% of all NEPA determinations, and more recent academic estimates based on available GAO and EPA data agree. Unfortunately, these estimates are based on limited data, rather than on a full statistical analysis, because CEQ is not comprehensively tracking all CEs and agencies are not currently obligated to track their own CE numbers. While some agencies voluntarily track CEs, their tracking is inconsistent, inaccurate, and/or generally opaque, and, of course, many agencies merely opt to not track CEs at all. For example, the 2014 GAO Report explained that the Department of Energy and Forest Service “likely underestimated [the number of CEs] in their totals” because the agencies did not “track certain categories of CEs considered ‘routine’ activities.”

CEs are not just another element of NEPA. When first created, they were limited to site-specific actions, but they have since expanded into broad, generalized categories; each excluding many individual actions beneath their umbrellas. CEs grew to become the most common NEPA analyses. Yet data on their application is scarce, and, as discussed below, their breadth created results that thwart NEPA’s purpose.

II. CEs have become overbroad or outdated and thus thwart NEPA’s purpose.

While CEs are intended to save agencies time and resources without risking harm to the environment, experience has shown that CEs have fallen far short of this goal.

A. USDA categorically excludes the Food Safety Inspection Service and other subagencies that regularly engage in major federal actions that have significant effects on the human environment.

A major area of concern is the broad application of CEs to entire subagencies. The United States Department of Agriculture’s (USDA’s) Food Safety Inspection Service (FSIS) is one such troubling example. FSIS is responsible for overseeing and regulating the slaughter and processing of animal products like meat, poultry, and eggs. In 1983, USDA promulgated a final rule that included a list of USDA subagencies “excluded from the requirements to prepare implementing procedures.” FSIS was one of many USDA subagencies determined to “have no individual or cumulative effect on the human environment,” and was therefore “categorically excluded from the preparation of an EA or EIS unless the agency head determines that the action may have a significant environmental effect,”
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which, to commenter’s knowledge, no FSIS head has ever found. That CE has proven dangerously overbroad given FSIS’s oversight of the animal products industry.

There is no doubt that animal production and slaughter is an enormously, environmentally impactful activity, and its environmental impacts continue to grow as the industry expands in production while the meatpacking industry consolidates. The industry has consolidated so much that now only four businesses control 80% of the cows raised for slaughter. Slaughterhouses use “immense” amounts of water, accounting for 29% of all the water used for agriculture in the world. They produce correspondingly immense quantities of dangerous wastewater contaminated with blood, fat, urine, feces, ammonia, nitrogen, phosphorus, oil, fecal bacteria, and pathogens. That wastewater is often mixed with antibiotics, pesticides, and other animal drugs. Even when slaughterhouse wastewater gets treated, it still contains “high concentrations of pollutants.” When these pollutants get released, they can destroy marine ecosystems, creating “low oxygen dead zones that suffocate fish and other aquatic life, and turn waterways into bacteria-laden public health hazards.”

Large animal operations and slaughterhouses create a myriad of health risks for humans. Producing animal products creates vast quantities of contaminant- and chemical-laden waste products, including carcasses and solid waste. Unsurprisingly, that waste is rife with hazardous bacteria, viruses, fungi, and toxins. Air pollution is a major issue as well. Air pollution from both the facilities themselves and their supporting vehicles is capable of causing serious human health problems; those who live near such industry can find it “impossible to . . . sit outside” safely for any period of time. This work is hugely carbon- and methane-intensive, too, contributing to climate change. And finally, animal production facilities risk exposing their own employees and Federal inspectors to highly-contagious zoonotic infections including rabies, ringworm, salmonella, and tuberculosis. These environmental effects increase as the scale and volume of the production increases—generally speaking, the “more animals it houses, the more it pollutes.” And of course, the more animals it houses, the more animals it will
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slaughter, resulting in even more pollution from the process of slaughtering and shipping the end products.

FSIS plays a direct role in that environmental impact equation through its decisions regarding slaughterhouse line speeds. Initially, it permitted 1,106 pigs killed per hour, 390 cattle killed per hour, 140 chickens killed per minute, and 55 turkeys killed per minute. In 1997, FSIS began a pilot program increasing kill speeds by granting waivers to select slaughterhouses. Then in 2019, FSIS adopted a Final Rule that entirely revoked speed limits for killing pigs. The comments submitted overwhelmingly opposed the change, and comments asked FSIS to evaluate the environmental impacts of permitting a large increase in slaughter. FSIS refused, citing its CE exemptions that relied on the entire subagency being subject to a CE. FSIS had previously taken a similar tack with 2012 and 2014 proposals to increase the kill speed for chickens from 140 killed per minute to 175 killed per minute; these were ultimately abandoned.

In 2018, FSIS granted more waivers for kill speed limits in chicken slaughterhouses, which more than doubled the number of higher-speed slaughterhouses; all without engaging in an EA or EIS. In 2020, FSIS approved the first such waiver for a cattle slaughterhouse, but, once again, without any meaningful NEPA review. It intends to move forward with rulemaking on that issue, just as it did with chickens.

In plain language, FSIS regulates how much pollution slaughterhouses and factory farms will generate by determining how fast slaughter can occur and thereby influencing how many animals are produced. A slaughterhouse will generate more pollution as their line speeds increase because the number of animals they slaughter each day will increase the amount of processing that occurs. When line speeds increase the number of animals slaughtered, this increases the waste generated by slaughterhouses. Typical slaughterhouse waste, such as blood, feces, urine, oil, and grease, are often directly discharged into waterways. Wastewater from slaughterhouses often contains high levels of phosphorous and

Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA), and the Clean Air Act (CAA), rather than NEPA); see also Dani Replogle & Dedeanna J. Winders, Accelerating Catastrophe: Slaughter Line Speeds and the Environment, 51 Envtl. L. 1277, 1286 (2021).
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nitrogen as well. Slaughterhouses also use tremendous amounts of water in their processes, which will continue to increase as their line speeds increase.

As slaughterhouse line speeds increase to meet demands, so will the number of animals raised on factory farms increase to meet demands created by the slaughterhouse. As factory farms increase the number of animals they house to meet the demand created by increased line speeds, the pollution and health hazards they produce will also increase. Factory farms often release ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, volatile organic compounds, methane, and nitrous oxide. The release of these types of chemicals into the air causes “respiratory illness, irritation to the eyes, nose, and throat, anxiety, depression, memory loss, and heart disease.” These health risks follow the same chain: these health risks in humans will increase as factory farms increase the number of animals they house to meet the demand generated by FSIS’s increase in line speeds. Factory farms also contribute to the effects of climate change because they release methane and nitrous oxide into the air, exacerbating the threat of climate change. With FSIS’s increase to line speeds, they are directly increasing significant, negative impacts on the human environment.

The foreseeable outcome of increasing or removing line speed limits is that slaughterhouses will kill more animals in a shorter period. That is why industry wants those limits increased. Indeed, FSIS repeatedly justifies its speed increase on the basis that it would increase production of the underlying animal products and increase industry profits. And the plainly foreseeable outcome of allowing increased production is intensified environmental impacts. Yet, despite having its hand on this important, environmentally impactful dial, FSIS does not ask itself about those effects. Instead, FSIS hides the environmental impacts its decisions create under an overbroad, 30-year-old CE.

Similar to FSIS, USDA has created another entire subagency CE for the Food and Nutrition Service (FNS), which implements the National School Lunch Program (NSLP). USDA regulations for CEs are supposed to be limited to “administrative, funding, research, education, legal, and market-development activities.” In USDA’s implementation of the NSLP, FNS must set national nutritional standards, offer assistance and training to states, reimburses states, take food orders, purchase food, and monitor distribution of food to the states. The federal government has a budget of $13 billion
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for FNS to carry out the NSLP.\textsuperscript{53} FNS purchases food that it then sends to all 50 states for use in schools, hospitals, prisons, daycares, nursing homes, and employee breakrooms.\textsuperscript{54} With FNS spending such an enormous amount of money to purchase and distribute food all over the country, it is quite unimaginable that USDA would claim there is no environmental impact or no extraordinary circumstances that would trigger environmental review.

USDA’s CE covering entire subagencies should be considered unlawful under NEPA.

But even further, USDA has garnered a reputation for its general non-compliance with NEPA. Even in instances where actions are not categorically excluded, there have been numerous instances where USDA has sidestepped its NEPA obligations.

USDA’s approach to its Climate Smart Program is one such example of the agency’s questionable approach to NEPA. Under the “Partnerships for Climate-Smart Commodities” program, approximately $3 billion will be distributed to fund farming, ranching, and forestry projects.\textsuperscript{55} California dairy producers have already received $85 million to adopt manure management practices for cow manure lagoons, which will incentivize industrialized agriculture practices resulting in increased animal production and increased associated environmental harms.\textsuperscript{56} Despite significant foreseeable environmental effects, in a rush to approve these projects, USDA pushed out a Programmatic Environmental Assessment or “PEA,” not even an EIS, of the program after giving the public only 14 days to comment on the draft PEA.\textsuperscript{57} When asked for the comment period to be reopened, USDA denied the request. Despite significant changes and expansion to the program since the PEA was published, upon information and belief USDA has yet to revise and supplement the PEA or prepare any additional NEPA analyses related to this program.\textsuperscript{58}

These examples demonstrate the need for clearer standards from CEQ, especially on USDA’s use of CEs. Even in the context where no CE applies, USDA is quick to paper over meaningful NEPA review.

USDA’s misuse of CEs, coupled with its overall failure to adhere to NEPA guidelines, highlights a critical need for reform and increased oversight. It is essential that CEQ closely examines USDA’s application of CEs and takes appropriate measures to address any discrepancies and ensure

\textsuperscript{53} Id. at 197.
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compliance with NEPA. By doing so, we can work towards fostering a more accountable and environmentally responsible approach to NEPA and agency decision-making.

**B. FDA categorically excludes the major federal action of approving new animal drug combinations that have significant impacts on the human environment.**

The Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA’s) categorical exclusions applicable to new animal drugs (NADs) are another example of a problematically overbroad CE. In 1938, Congress passed the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FDCA) in response to public outcry over unsafe drugs on the market. It sought to protect public health and safety by preventing harmful, adulterated, or misbranded drugs, both human and animal drugs, from entering interstate commerce. Drugs are defined broadly as “articles intended for use in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease in man or other animals” and as “articles (other than food) intended to affect the structure or any function of the body of man or other animals.” The FDCA requires premarket approval for all new animal drugs, requiring manufacturers to demonstrate their safety before FDA may approve the drug. FDA’s Center for Veterinary Medicine approves, reviews, and regulates new animal drugs.60

FDA has categorically excluded any new animal drug approval from further NEPA review if it “does not increase the use of the drug.” Although this sounds narrow, examples of where that CE has applied, per FDA, include:

- action on a new animal drug “to be marketed under the same conditions of approval as a previously approved animal drug,”
- on a new “combination of previously approved animal drugs,”
- on a “new premix or other formulation of a previously approved animal drug,” and
- on a previously approved animal drug “to be contained in medicated feed blocks . . . or as liquid feed supplement.”

FDA meant this to sweep broadly: its NEPA implementing regulations claim that FDA engages in “no categories of agency actions that routinely significantly affect the quality of the human environment and that therefore ordinarily require the preparation of an EIS.” FDA also interprets NEPA’s concerns narrowly in practice. It “has almost never taken an action that identified environmental effects outside the risks of [human] health as an important consideration.”

Under FDA regulations, an animal drug’s sponsor is responsible for claiming that the use qualifies for a CE, for citing the applicable CE, and for claiming that no extraordinary circumstances exist. FDA
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will then review that claim.\textsuperscript{65} Much of this happens behind closed doors, hidden from the public due to trade secret protections.\textsuperscript{66} After approving an application for a new animal drug, FDA will make limited safety information available, but testing and study protocols are specifically flagged as potential trade secrets, and therefore not made available for public review.\textsuperscript{67} FDA also limits public availability of information relating to manufacturing methods and quality control procedures; manufacturing methods and processes, data regarding production, sales, or distribution; and "[q]uantitative or semiquantitative formulas."\textsuperscript{68}

The overbreadth of the CE\textsuperscript{s} for animal drugs, as well as FDA’s narrow understanding of NEPA’s reach, are exemplified by the ongoing dispute over FDA’s approval of new animal drug mixes including ractopamine, a powerful beta-agonist and growth promoter. Because of the CE on new animal drug approval—a CE based on an allegedly unlawful EA, FDA did not engage in any meaningful NEPA review regarding the drug or new mixes of ractopamine.\textsuperscript{69} Ractopamine is a controversial food additive banned or restricted in most countries including European Union nations.\textsuperscript{70} Even Russia, and China have banned ractopamine use, but the US continues to allow it.\textsuperscript{71} It is a nontherapeutic drug used to boost growth rates in cattle, pigs, and turkeys, and it is usually administered to an entire herd of animals at once through their feed.\textsuperscript{72} Ractopamine speeds up heart rates, increases aggression, raises stress hormones, and causes behavioral changes like hyperactivity.\textsuperscript{73} It can cause animals to break their limbs, become unable to walk, have difficulty breathing, and in some cases, die.\textsuperscript{74} FDA approved ractopamine based on a single human health study consisting of just six young, healthy men.\textsuperscript{75} One of those men withdrew from the study early because his heart began racing and pounding abnormally.\textsuperscript{76} The drug was approved in 1999 for use in pigs, and as of 2014, it was being fed to between 60 and 80% of all pigs, cattle, and turkeys raised in the United States.\textsuperscript{77}
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Ractopamine significantly increases the number of injured or ill animals and has been associated with more adverse impacts in pigs than any other animal drug. Ractopamine causes animals to collapse or injure themselves, and animals in such conditions are much more likely to contract E. coli, Salmonella, and Campylobacter. And because slaughterhouse workers must be in more direct contact with injured and collapsed animals, they too are more likely to be at risk of infection.

FDA has repeatedly applied its broad CE for approving a “combination of previously approved animal drugs” to new mixes of ractopamine. FDA approved mixing ractopamine with tylosin, an antimicrobial and growth-inducing drug currently banned for growth promotion uses in the European Union. Tylosin was approved before NEPA’s passage. It is expelled in waste and is linked to many adverse health impacts in pigs, as well as to the development of antibiotic-resistant bacteria. FDA also approved mixing ractopamine with monensin, a cattle antibiotic often fed to dairy cows. Monensin comes out in animal waste, and it has direct toxic effects on soil organisms and on the zooplankton on which fish stocks feed. FDA approved mixing ractopamine with melengestrol, a synthetic steroid fed to cattle. The American Public Health Association and the Endocrine Society consider melengestrol an “Endocrine Disrupting Compound” that poses a significant risk to human health, especially to the health of fetuses, infants, and children.

FDA’s approval of these drugs will increase the use of ractopamine, tylosin, monensin, and melengestrol by making them more readily available, easier to use, and more marketable. Increasing the use of those drugs risks increasing the total amount of those drugs entering the environment through animal waste excretion or other means. FDA has nevertheless relied on a CE for combining previously approved animal drugs, even though that CE is theoretically supposed to be limited to actions that will not increase the use of a drug.

When groups tried to challenge FDA’s approval of these NADs considering its failure to comply with its NEPA obligations the court refused to take up review and instead instructed plaintiffs to petition the FDA to evaluate for itself whether its actions where unlawful under NEPA. This is the equivalent of asking the fox to guard the hen house.
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C. FCC categorically excludes satellite activity which is a major federal action with significant impacts on the human environment.

CEs also risk abuse because they can easily become outdated. Exemplifying this issue is the Federal Communications Commission’s (FCC’s) CE for satellite activity. Federal law, implementing international treaties, requires private entities to obtain licenses for communications to a satellite from the United States, or to and from any United States satellite. Congress vested FCC with the authority to grant these licenses and to otherwise regulate commercial satellites. FCC, however, considers all its actions subject to a CE. There are three exceptions: siting communications facilities in specific terrestrial locations, using high-intensity lighting near residential areas, or exposing humans to radiofrequency radiation above safety standards. None apply to satellites, leading FCC to invoke CEs when licensing large satellite constellations.

Satellites have provided important services since the 1950s, but the last decade has seen the beginning of a massive increase in their use. Nearly 5,500 active satellites were in orbit in the Spring of 2022. Experts predict that an additional 58,000 satellites will join them by 2030—a ten-fold growth in less than ten years. Most of those new satellites are expected to operate in low Earth orbit (LEO). The quintessential example is SpaceX’s Starlink constellation, providing broadband internet through thousands of small satellites in LEO.

Launching and operating tens of thousands of satellites, particularly to LEO, presents a host of potentially significant environmental impacts. Every satellite must be physically launched to space, and launch vehicles emit gases and particles that “affect the Earth’s temperature and deplete ozone.” Troublingly, as GAO reports, the “significance of these effects as the number of launches increases is largely unknown due to either no or limited observational data.” Communications satellites use radiofrequency signals, and in large numbers, those signals can interfere with radio astronomy of deep-space objects. Sunlight reflects from the thousands of LEO satellites, interfering with earthbound optical telescopes, in particular wild-field imaging telescopes. Thousands of new satellites create
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potential future orbital debris, with the risk of and danger from orbital debris increasing as the number, size, and speed of satellites does.\textsuperscript{106} Satellites break apart upon reentry into our atmosphere, creating small risks to people and property that increase as the number of deorbiting satellites does.\textsuperscript{107} Finally, the expected, natural night sky is important to both animal navigation and to human culture in complex and diffuse ways that are threatened by significant changes.\textsuperscript{108}

Due in large part to concerns about the understood impacts these launches have on the human environment, GAO concluded in a recent report that FCC needs to review whether it is proper for CEs to still apply to these approvals.\textsuperscript{109} In response, FCC said that it would accept the GAO’s recommendations but would wait until CEQ issued updated regulations for implementing NEPA.\textsuperscript{110}

\textbf{D. FSA categorically excludes the major federal decision of commodity subsidies which have a significant impact on the human environment.}

Another overbroad CE is the Farm Service Agency’s (FSA’s) exclusion for its commodity subsidies program. These subsidies are largely directed by the Farm Bill, but FSA has immense discretion in managing these funds. The Agriculture Act, also known as the Farm Bill, involves in part the distribution of subsidies to various agricultural entities to help stabilize food prices.\textsuperscript{111} These subsidies come in the form of crop insurance, price balancing, and direct payments.\textsuperscript{112} The amount of money and crops involved are huge. Feed crops for meat and dairy cattle are a major target of the Farm Bill, with farmers who grow those crops receiving around $38 billion in annual subsidies.\textsuperscript{113} Those subsidized cattle feed crops—corn and soy, mostly—represent 70\% of all the crops grown in America.\textsuperscript{114} FSA, however, has a sweeping CE in place for these programs to “supplement income, manage the supply of agricultural commodities, or influence the cost and supply of such commodities . . . (that is, price support programs).”\textsuperscript{115}

Quite to the contrary of what the CE implies, the effects of FSA’s subsidy decisions are immensely environmentally significant. Farms that receive commodity subsidies control 80\% of America’s cropland and about 50\% of all the country’s agricultural land.\textsuperscript{116} Subsidies influence which and how many crops farmers grow, pushing them toward higher yields of subsidized crops and encouraging
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them to convert grassland into cropland. Commodity subsidies also encourage intensive monoculture, resulting in greater need for pesticides due to reduced crop diversity. FSA’s subsidies encourage the expansion of cropland and more intensive monoculture, which also increases the negative environmental impacts of farming. Generally, some negative environmental impacts of farming include toxic pesticide and herbicide runoff, fertilizer runoff damaging aquatic ecosystems, soil erosion, and long-term soil degradation.

FSA’s subsidy decisions also directly promote the making of animal-based food over plant-based food. FSA chooses to promote crops to feed livestock but generally does not subsidize edible plants that humans consume. This encourages growth of the animal agricultural industry, which as discussed above, is environmentally destructive and raises environmental justice concerns.

FSA’s decision to prioritize animal-based food over plant-based food, despite the massive and well-documented environmental concerns associated with large-scale animal-based food production, is also apparent in its promulgation of Phase 2 of the Emergency Livestock Relief Program (ELRP). Phase 2 of ELRP allows farmers who raise livestock to receive subsidies for grazing losses due to severe droughts or wildfires. The number of severe droughts and wildfires are being fueled by climate change, which in part fueled by the negative environmental impacts of industrialized farming. Therefore, FSA is paying livestock producers for the environmental damages the producers help to create. NEPA demands review of these circular environmental harms that are being promoted by this major federal action by FSA. Yet, no hard look at the environmental impacts of these subsidies has been conducted because of FSA’s CE.

The Farm Bill’s commodity subsidies are one of the federal government’s most powerful levers for determining what American agriculture looks like. USDA has vast influence and control over the allocation and implementation of these subsidies through FSA’s commodity subsidies program. Therefore, FSA’s decisions on who to dole out commodity subsidies has obvious and immense environmental impacts. Nevertheless, holding to its CE, FSA chooses to leap before it looks.

III. Recommendations

Many of the problematic examples discussed could be ameliorated by improving oversight and narrowing the allowable scope of CEs. CEQ can improve transparency and accountability by collecting data on all agency use of CEs, not allow agencies to CE whole subagencies, review existing CEs within a timely period, and require reviews to go through notice and comment rulemaking. Below
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are the steps we recommend that CEQ take to improve the systematic and extensive abuse of CEs. These steps will improve the CE landscape and better effectuate NEPA’s purpose.

CEQ should additionally do away with proposed section 1501.4(c). CEQ is attempting to adopt the same process whereby CEs are currently adopted by agencies. As per our comments, this current system is rife with abuse, and CEQ should not stick with the current process even when they wrap it up in a new bow.

A. **CEQ should centrally collect data about agency use of CEs and make that data publicly available.**

GAO summed the problem up accurately when it noted that there is little data on the number and type of most NEPA analyses, that many agencies do not track CEs or do so poorly, and that nobody centrally compiles statistics on CE use governmentwide.\(^{124}\)

The issue is obvious, particularly in the NEPA context: making decisions without all the facts. NEPA requires any major actions that will significantly impact the human environment to have an environmental assessment. However, agencies are excluding actions without accurate and transparent information on how the agency came to that conclusion, and how often the agency reaches that conclusion regarding an action. Agencies are not tracking CEs, and even if an agency does confirm a CE is in place, that information is not made readily available to the public, and the CE is not regularly reevaluated as new data and technology becomes available. Beyond limited and inconsistent information, we do not actually know how many NEPA analyses are done through CEs. We do not know with certainty how the percentage of NEPA analyses done through CEs has changed over time, how that percentage varies by agency, or what kinds of CEs are most often invoked. It is possible to squint and see trends—it is clear the number of CEs used has greatly increased over time. But this is insufficient. Any discussion on CEs should have a strong quantitative component, and the proposed rule currently lacks that quantitative component.

CEQ can remedy this gap. We respectfully propose that CEQ adopt processes to centrally track agency NEPA decisions, including CEs. CEQ should require agencies, subject to NEPA, to maintain records sufficient to track CE usage and require that those agencies meet a set of minimum best practices for accurate data collection. Those agencies should be required to regularly report that data in full to CEQ. CEQ should, in turn, compile that data and make it publicly available on a regular basis.

B. **CEQ should no longer permit agencies to categorically exclude entire subagencies.**

One of the more potentially pernicious forms of CEs are those applied to entire subagencies. USDA, for example, excludes many of its subagencies despite USDA’s oversight role intersecting with the environment in innumerable significant ways.\(^{125}\) FSIS is one of those subagencies categorically excluded from NEPA review, and it exemplifies the problem. FSIS’s total exclusion continues to be
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applied even where FSIS’s decisions will directly and foreseeably cause negative environmental impacts. FSIS is ensuring, through its regulations, that more animals will be slaughtered at faster rates, which will plainly increase the negative environmental impacts of that industry—the two variables are tied together. That USDA seeks to exclude not only that decision, but all of FSIS’s decisions, from NEPA review is directly at odds with NEPA’s goals.

Such effects are foreseeable results of CEs sweeping so broadly as to encompass entire subagencies. If there was ever a time that FSIS’s entire remit could be said to have no environmental impacts, that is no longer the case. But that kind of abuse is predictable when one puts into place a broad and total exclusion for an entire subagency. It functions as a statement and a presumption that nothing that subagency does is environmentally significant enough to warrant meaningful NEPA review. It shapes and colors the thinking of the whole subagency. A CE for a specific category of actions always implies the possibility of eventually expanding or shrinking that category, of negotiating its boundaries, and of the expectation that one might do so. An ex-ante instruction that nothing a subagency does is likely to matter to NEPA carries the opposite implication.

This is not ideal. NEPA review must be flexible, capable of adapting, and growing with changing needs and understandings. CEs for entire subagencies stand in the way of that goal. We respectfully recommend that CEQ no longer permit agencies to categorically exclude whole subagencies.

In the alternative, if CEQ finds that there is some reason to allow the CE of whole subagencies, then we request these subagency CEs meet a heightened standard of review and approval. As discussed above, many of these subagencies do not fit within CEQ’s traditional definition of an action or category of actions that is subject to a CE. The traditional definition allows for administerial actions like filing documents and staff changes.

A heightened standard for categorically excluding entire subagencies, would allow for notice and public comments, transparent review and timely analysis of those public comments, and release of research and studies that support why an entire subagency should (or should not) have a CE.

C. CEQ should require agencies to review their CEs on a regular basis and require timely review of their existing CEs following the passage of the Phase 2 Revisions.

CEQ has proposed requiring agency procedures implementing NEPA to include “a process for reviewing the agency’s categorical exclusions at least every 10 years.”\(^{126}\) Making it mandatory for agencies to review CEs on a regular basis is needed, and this 10-year timeline should start at the time the CE was issued. Requiring a review deadline and process would be a step in the right direction, and we wholeheartedly encourage CEQ to take this step.

Another troubling issue with CEs is their tendency to become outdated and thus frustrate accurate environmental review. The FCC’s CE for satellite activity is a good example. For a long time, satellite activity was a smaller industry, thus it had a smaller footprint. But times have changed, and the industry
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is primed for a boom, driven by new technology. It is hardly alone; the pace of social and technological change, particularly in arenas like telecommunications or the emerging space economy, does not appear to be abating. This presents a specific problem for CEs.

CEQ has recognized this problem and recommended that agencies regularly review their old CEs on a fixed timeframe. In its 2010 memorandum on establishing, applying, and revising CEs under NEPA, CEQ suggested a seven-year cycle to review CEs on a rolling basis and encouraged agencies to review CEs that have not recently undergone review to do so “as soon as possible.” Agencies were supposed to identify and fix those CEs that are “outdated and no longer appropriate” given evolving experience, conditions, and technology. That recommendation was not binding.

CEQ’s concerns about outdated and inappropriate CEs are warranted. To further address those concerns, CEQ should take the additional step of requiring agencies to comprehensively review all their existing CEs within a timely period following the Phase 2 revisions. Despite the lack of data, it seems a thick forest of ever-broader and ever-more-widely-applied CEs has grown since CEQ first authorized their use. Agencies should be instructed to take a holistic and comprehensive look at their current CE landscape in a reasonable timeframe to determine whether any changes are necessary.

This would supplement regular reviews of CEs on a rolling and individual basis. However, a comprehensive review of all an agency’s CEs offers advantages that rolling individual review does not. Intersections between CEs, gaps in their coverage, and trends and patterns in their use are all more easily seen through taking a single comprehensive look at an agency’s entire CE landscape. Such a look allows you to see the forest rather than just the trees.

D. CEQ should require that agency reviews of their CEs be subject to notice and public comment.

Agency reviews of their existing CEs should be subject to public input in the form of notice and comment. This should occur both when agencies comprehensively review their CE landscapes in a timely period, as we propose, and when agencies review CEs on a rolling basis. Part of NEPA’s role is to encourage public participation in the regulatory process. Formal public participation and the administrative record they help create are “central elements of sunshine laws because they promote government accountability and create a basis for subsequent litigation.” An increase in the use of CEs over time, however, has caused a “decline in the important area of public participation.”

Public participation through notice and comment will be vital during reviews of existing CEs. As discussed above, there are numerous examples of agency myopia around the environmental impacts
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of their activities. Public comments—and in particular the requirement that agencies consider and respond to comments—can help ensure those agencies have the full picture.

IV. Conclusion

In summary, CEs have grown from lists of site-specific actions to broad and generalized categories. Consequently, the vast majority of all NEPA analyses now go through CEs. But because data on CEs is not being centrally tracked, we lack a full quantitative understanding of their application. What is clear however is that CEs can easily become overbroad, outdated, or abused, and thereby frustrate NEPA’s ultimate objective. CEQ should strengthen the regulations surrounding CEs. In doing so, CEQ can help guarantee that NEPA functions as it was meant to by ensuring that federal agencies are thinking through their decisions with all the important facts at hand.

We thank CEQ for its time and attention to this matter.
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